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ABSTRACT 

These proceedings will discuss some preliminary results from the KTeV 
experiment at Fermilab, with an emphasis on CP violation in the kaon sys- 
tem. Direct CP-violating topics include the measurement of Re(e’/c) and 
searches for the decays KL + rr”vD and KL + ROe+e-. A new indirect 
CP-violating observable in the decay KL + x+x-e+e- is also discussed. 
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have two 0.15 x 0.15 m* holes to allow the high intensity neutral beams to pass through. 
Ram kaon decay searches used the detector configuration shown in Fig. 1 with 

the following differences: (i) the regenerator and most upstream photon vetoes were 
removed to provide two identical KL beams and a longer decay region, (ii) a set of 
nine Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD) were installed downstream from the last 
drift chamber to provide additional separation between pions and electrons, (iii) the KL 

flux in the decay volume was several times higher, and (iv) the magnet kick was reduced 
from 0.4 GeV/c to 0.2 GeVlc in order to increase the acceptance for many-body decays. 

3 Direct CP-Violating Searches 

3.1 Re(e’/c) 

We do not yet have a result on the measurement of Re(e’/e) so I will just make a few 
comments about our analysis and the critical systematic issues. We are aiming to extract 
a first result using about 25% of our total data set. The calibration and alignment has 
been completed for the CsI, drift chambers, and photon vetos. The statistics of this data 
set is shown in Table 1 and leads to a statistical uncertainty of 3 x 10m4 on Re(e’/e). 

Table 1. K + IUT statistics under analysis for the first result on Re(E’/e). 

The most serious systematic issue is related to understanding the KL,s --t T+T- 

acceptance for tracks that hit the beam region of the drift chambers. The size of this 
region is N 0.1 x 0.1 m* in each of the two beams, and about one-fourth of the KL,s + 

x+x- events have at least one track that goes through this region of a drift chamber. 
A combination of high intensity and damage to the wires in the beam regions resulted 
in higher inefficiencies, and late hits in which the primary drift electrons did not fire 
the discriminator. These two effects cause tracks to be lost in the reconstruction and it 
adds tails to the distributions that we cut on the analysis. This results in a slight deficit 

of events in the beam region when compared to the Monte Carlo simulation, and is 
illustrated in Fig. 2; the beam region shows a percent level loss in the data that is not 
predicted by the Monte Carlo. This loss is not seen for events that lie outside the beam 
regions. 

We are currently attempting to improve our simulation using detailed maps of the 
various chamber pathologies. With no understanding of the chamber performance we 
would have to assign a systematic uncertainty which is comparable to the statistical 
uncertainty; therefore, even a modest improvement in the simulation may help reduce 
the uncertainty for our first result. 

The critical systematic issues for KL,S -+ rr”ro are related to the CsI calibration 
at low energies and the background. The CsI calibration below 4 GeV is not as well 
determined because the 0.4 GeV/c magnet kick swept away low-energy electrons from 
KL --+ aev decays that were used to calibrate the CsI response. About 25% of our 
KL,s + AOTO events have at least one photon with an energy between 2 and 4 GeV. We 
am using KL + &n-no and KL + 3x0 events to improve our understanding of low 
energy photons in the CsI. 

The other neutral mode issue is related to the KL,s + nono background, which is 
at the 1% level, and therefore, must be understood to within several percent of itself. 
To achieve this we have done detailed simulations of regenerator scatters, KL -+ 37r” 

decays with two undetected photons, collimator scatters, and hadronic 2x0 production 
off the edge of the regenerator. The largest background to KL,s + x”7ro is from kaons 
that scatter in the regenerator, but whose center of energy still lies within the coherent 
(i.e., 0’ scatter) be am profile. These small scatters cannot be identified in 2x0 decays, 
but they are. easily detected in the charged K” + T+S- decays. The acceptance- 
corrected scatter distribution from the charged decays was parameter&d as a function 
of its transverse momentum and decay time, and the result was fed into a Monte Carlo 
to simulate 2x0 decays from scattered kaons. This Monte Carlo background predic- 
tion for 27r” decays is shown in Fig. 3 for the Y-view center of energy. The shape 
of the background distribution is based on the charged decays; the background scale 
comes from normalizing the data to the simulation for events in a region that has only 
background and no coherent signal (i.e., the side-bands in Fig. 3). 
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32 KL+~o~~ . 

For the decay KL + ~OIG, we have made two searches using different techniques. 
The first method used the decay r” + yy (Ref. l), and the other method used the 
Dalitz decay x0 + e+e-y (Ref. 2). The advantage of the first method is that the 
branching ratio into two photons is 80 times larger and the acceptance is several times 
larger than for the Dalitz decay; the advantage of the second method is that the charged 
vertex information helps to reduce backgrounds. The a0 --t yy method resulted in 
one candidate which was consistent with the expected background, and gave a 90% 
confidence upper limit on the branching fraction of 1.6 x 10m6. The x0 -+ e+e-y 
method resulted in no candidates and a 90% confidence upper limit of 5.9 x 10m7. It 
should be noted that the rr” 4 e+e-y method required 50 times more data collection 
time and 50 times more KL flux than that used for the x0 + y-y method, yet it only 
improved the upper limit by a factor of three. This suggests that the path to reaching 
the SM prediction of BSM ( KL + r”vD) N 3 x 10-l’ is via the so + y-y mode. The 
x0 + yy technique was limited in our experiment by background due to hadronic 2x0 
production off the vacuum window, in which two photons escaped detection and the 
other two photons reconstructed as a no inside the decay volume. 

I would like to finish this section with a few comments about future prospects for 
KL 4 r”vD searches using the r” -+ yy decay. A dedicated KL + x’vfi experiment 
will have to remove as much material as possible between the decay volume and the 
detector to reduce the hadronic 2~~ background from neutron interactions. Another 
challenge for the A’ + yy method will be to sufficiently suppress backgrounds from 
the dominant neutral decay modes KL --+ 2x0 and KL + 3x0, which will require 
efficient photon detection down to tens of MeV. The final and perhaps most challeng- 
ing task is to make detectors that operate in a high rate environment with good signal 
efficiency. In particular, the photon veto system must be very efficient in detecting low- 
energy photons from background sources, yet at the same time, it should not reject too 
much signal due to accidental losses. 

The difficulty in the photon veto system is well illustrated by our own analysis with 
two very different kaon fluxes. The KL -+ rr’vti search using no + y-y used just 
one kaon beam with reduced size (0.04 x 0.04 m* at the CsI) to improve the transverse 
momentum measurement of the two detected photons. A beryllium absorber was placed 
far upstream to reduce the neutron/kaon ratio, and further reduced the kaon flux by a 
factor of three. The resulting kaon flux for this measurement was N 0.3 MHz. The 

Kb + rr”E search using x0 -+ e+e-y used two large kaon beams (0.1 x 0.1 m* at the 
CsI) with no beryllium absorber and a slightly higher proton beam intensity, resulting 
in a 12 MHz kaon flux. The photon veto signal loss with a 0.3 MHz kaon flux was 
about 20%; had we used the same photon veto cuts in the ?y” + e+e-y method at 
high intensity, the signal loss would have been 96%! Fortunately, the charged vertex 
constraint was very effective at reducing the background, which allowed the photon 
veto cuts to be relaxed in order to increase the signal acceptance. Most of the potential 
96% signal loss at 12 MHz flux is from the photon veto in the beam hole behind the CsI 
(see Fig. 1). The need to increase the kaon flux by yet another large factor makes this 
problem even more severe. A faster detector signal from either Cherenkov media (if 
there is enough light for low-energy photons) or from signal shaping will be necessary 
for a KL + r”vD search to reach the SM sensitivity. Reducing the electronic noise will 
also help improve the signal efficiency of the photon veto system. 

3 3 . KL -+ r”e+e- 

Using our full data set from the rare decay configuration (see end of Sec. 2) our sin- 
gle event sensitivity for the decay KL + rrOe+e- is N lo-“, which is a factor of 
10 to 100 away from reaching the SM sensitivity. The background from the decay 
KL + e+e-yy is also at the 10-l’ level, which means that KL -+ ?r”e+e- will be 
dominated by background unless it is enhanced by nonstandard model effects. The 
background from KL + rrev with a misidentified pion and two accidental photons is 
at the lo-‘* level; this small background is due to the excellent pion rejection of both 
the CsI electromagnetic calorimeter and the TRD system. 

4 Indirect CP Violation in KL -+ x+x-e+e- 

The decay KL + x+x-~ has both a CPC direct emission Ml amplitude and a CP- 
violating inner brem (IB) amplitude. The interference between these two amplitudes 
results in a CP-violating polarization that can be measured if the photon converts to 
an e+e- pair. The decay KL + r+r-e+e- . internally converts the photon, and thus, 
provides another opportunity to observe indirect CPV. 

Indict CPV in KL -+ a+n-e+e- is expected to cause an asymmetry in the angle 
between the x+x- and e+e- decay planess Defining this angle to be (p. CP invariance 
requires that the number of events at 4 is the same as the number of events at -4. The 
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has been turned off by setting the relative phase between the Ml and IB amplitudes to 
be 90’. It is clear that our data favor the model with CPV. At the time of this conference 
a result was not available, but since then a preliminary result has been announced5 and 
is A, = 13.5 f 2.5(stat.) f 3.0(syst.)%. 

dlYd$ = ~,cos*~ + r,sin*$ + r,sin@cosQ 
5 KL + 7rOyy 

The decay KL + 7rOy-y is of interest because it can be used to estimate the CPC con- 
tribution to KL + a0efe-. The CPC two-photon intermediate state KL + a”yy -+ 
KL + a”e+e- is very small if only the S-wave yy state is considered using p4 cal- 
culations in Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT). This lead to the idea in the late 1980s 
that KL -+ aOefe- might be dominated by direct CPV if the SM is correct.6l7 How- 
ever, the first measurements of B(KL + n’yy) (Refs. 8 and 9) were about three times 
larger than the prediction for this mode, which cast doubt on the validity of the CPC 
predictions for KL + r’e+e-. 

Shortly after the first measurements of B(KL + x”yy). ChPT calculations includ- 
ing p6 corrections and vector meson exchange predicted a branching fraction consistent 
with experiment. However, these new calculations also predicted a much larger CPC 
contribution to KL -+ x’e+e-, such that the CPC and CPV contributions were compa- 
rable. The increase in the CPC amplitude arises from the spin 2 (D-wave) component of 
the vector meson and p6 corrections, and it is not helicity suppressed as was for the case 
of the p4 (spin 0) predictions. Another new prediction is the presence of a low-side tail 
inthem 7I distribution, where the yy subscript refers to the two photons not associated 
with the x0. The previous experiments did not have enough sensitivity to see this tail. 
Our new measurement in KTeV has sufficient statistics to observe the low-side m7+, 
tail and to compare with ChPT. The data presented hem were collected simultaneously 
with the KL,s + nono events used in the measurement of Re(c’/e). 

The detection of KL -+ rr”yy is difficult because there are not enough kinematic 
constraints to make a traditional invariant mass plot that clearly identifies the signal. 
We therefore rely heavily on a Monte Carlo simulation to predict the background levels. 
The background from KL,S --t rr”rro is removed by discarding events that have an rnTy 
value within a 0.06 GeV window around the x0 mass. The dominant background is 
from KL + 3x0, in which two photons “fuse” with other photons and appear as a 
four-photon event. The strategy for reducing this background is to use the transverse 
cluster shapes at the CsI calorimeter. Using simulated photon showers as a template, 

- Sum of Ml  + interference 
----- pure Ml  (1 +Zcos’y) 
.*~~~~*~~ Ml  -Brem interference (sincpcoscp) 

Q-angle (radians) 

Fig. 5. The predicted 4 distribution is shown for Ml direct emission (dashed), Ml-brem 
interference (dots), and the sum of Ml and interference (solid). 
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